#hcsm - March 23, 2014
Sunday March 23, 2014
6:00

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
Welcome to (#hcsm) healthcare communications & social
media. If you're joining tonight, please introduce
yourself! (@danamlewis moderating)

6:00

Gnosis Media Group@GnosisArts
#hcsm: marcomm practices in healthcare.
Mod:@HealthSocMed When: Sun 8:00pm
CST.#tweetchatshappeningnow

6:01

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
We will assume all tweets within #hcsm during following
hour are your own & not those of your employers (unless
specifically declared).

6:01

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC
@HealthSocMed Marie signing in from Australia, health
writer, blogger, and researcher #hcsm

6:01

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
Hello #HCSM. I'm a Family Doc bringing
the#MarchMadness to #HCSM tonight LOL

6:01

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
Ryan here. Product Dev. in Behavioral Health.
Hi#HCSM crew

6:01

April Foreman@DocForeman
April, psychologist serving #Veterans,
preventing#suicide, sipping coffee with my IBP after fun
trail ride. :) #hcsm

6:02

amal tlaige@amoulie92
@HealthSocMed @danamlewis My name's Amal, I'm a
PR/broadcast journalism student at The College of Saint
Rose. #hcsm

6:02

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
Hello @danamlewis I'm Samantha and this is my first
time participating in #hcsm

6:02

Justin Morgan, MD@JustinMorganMD
@HealthSocMed @danamlewis Dr. Justin Morgan,
general pediatrician #hcsm

6:02

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
AnnMarie, past nursing student, CNA, and pharmacy
tech. :) #hcsm

6:02

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
Welcome! RT @hausmannMD: Hi #HCSM, I’m a
pediatric and adult rheumatology fellow, first time
joining this chat.

6:02

georgemargelis@georgemargelis
Hi George Margelis geek doctor from Australia joining
in #hcsm

6:03

Mark Salke@marksalke
Welcome to #hcsm! RT @SamLeeSchmitt:
Hello@danamlewis I'm Samantha and this is my first
time participating

6:03

madhusree singh MD@thinkalot
@HealthSocMed @danamlewis I'm Madhu
Singh,internist from San Diego joining for the first time
today #hcsm prev lurker

6:03

Chris Sebastian@csebastian
Good evening, #hcsm! I'm Chris, a designer entering
medical school.

6:03

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
Hello, Melinda from Australia joining in, diabetes
advocate & Socme junkie #hcsm

6:03

Julian Bond@Julian_Bond
.@drmikesevilla Hi there Mike! How's it going?
Happy #HCSM #MarchMadness right back to ya :)

6:03

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
Hi everyone, Emily, future FM resident @UCSF and cofounder @Intakeme, excited as always for #hcsm

6:04

Dr. Amanda Young@MNPsyD
Good evening #HCSM! I'm a psychologist from MN.

6:04

Mark Salke@marksalke
Hi Everybody! #hcsm Mark here from Ann Arbor MI, .

6:04

T2D Research@T2DRemission
Michael Massing, health/science editor and writer, New
England. #hcsm

6:04

Lurie Cancer Center@LurieCancer
#Cancer in the Age of #SocialMediacancer.net/blog/201401/c… via @DrAnasYounes@CancerDotNet HT @mtmdphd #hcsm

6:04

madhusree singh MD@thinkalot
@drmikesevilla Thanks for the warm welcome #hcsm

6:04

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
Who here besides me is from #Chicago? #hcsm

6:04

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
@Julian_Bond Hey there Julian! My bracket busted on
Day One. No more dog in this fight, but still enjoying the
upsets this wknd! #HCSM

6:04

Julian Bond@Julian_Bond
Hello! Julian Bond, current social media manager
in#Detroit formerly in #HCSM checking out the chat
tonight :) How's everyone doing?

6:04

georgemargelis@georgemargelis
MT They are the best kind
:) @padschicago@georgemargelis I love geek doctors!
LOL #hcsm

6:04

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC
@TwiceDiabetes Hello again :-) #hcsm

6:05

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
Welcome, everyone, to #hcsm! Special hi to any firsttimers joining tonight :), and of course our friendly
lurkers. Tweet in anytime!

6:05

Dr. Jason Malinowski@drmalinowski
Wow: welcome to the new folks and all my returning
friends to #hcsm

6:05

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
@padschicago I'm in Chicago! for at least a couple more
weeks... #hcsm

6:05

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
Glad as always to see so much representation
from#psychology in #HCSM!

6:05

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
@thinkalot No problem. Gonna be a fun chat
tonight!#HCSM

6:05

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@JBBC Hi Marie :) We'll have 2 stop meeting like this
:) #hcsm

6:05

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
Thank you @marksalke! I'm am excited to apply what I
learn tonight to my job as marketing specialist for a
medical group #hcsm

6:05

Mark Dimor@MarksPhone
Mark here thank you all for being my muse on #hcsm

6:06

Amol Utrankar@AmolUtrankar
Alternating between Econometrics and #HCSM for the
next hr. As always, more learning happens online than by
trad. classwork. #premed

6:06

amal tlaige@amoulie92
@thinkalot what made you want to take part in tonights
chat? #hcsm

6:06

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @drmikesevilla @HealthSocMed: Welcome,
to#hcsm! Special hi to any first-timers joining tonight
and of course our friendly lurkers

6:06

Dr. Amanda Young@MNPsyD
Hey April! MT @DocForeman 3m April, psychologist
serving #Veterans, preventing #suicide, sipping coffee
after fun trail ride. #hcsm

6:06

DrFay@DrFayOnline
Fay, here. Founding director
ofmyhealthpactnetwork.org #hcsm

6:07

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
#HCSM Is this the part of the chat when I sing "Let It
Go?" LOL

6:07

Austin Chiang@AustinChiangMD
@HealthSocMed Hey guys! Will be starting a YouTube
vlog soon, hope to share really soon!#hcsm

6:07

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
We'll get started with topic 1 (T1) in just a few minutes.
Remember if you jump in to #hcsm later to introduce
yourself!

6:07

Julian Bond@Julian_Bond
:) MT @HealthSocMed Welcome, everyone, to#hcsm!
Special hi to any first-timers joining tonight :), and of
course our friendly lurkers.

6:08

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
Yes, it is. Please post the video. ;)
RT@drmikesevilla #HCSM Is this the part of the chat
when I sing "Let It Go?" LOL

6:08

Rishi Kumar, MD@RKmd
Rishi, anesthesia resident, blog at RK.md. Looking
forward to the chat! #hcsm

6:08

DrFay@DrFayOnline
Fay, here. Founding director
ofmyhealthimpactnetwork.org #hcsm

6:08

madhusree singh MD@thinkalot
@amoulie92 I like interacting w lots of different sorts of
people & wanted to(actively) check it out-prev
lurker #hcsm

6:08

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @thinkalot @amoulie92 I like interacting w lots of
different sorts of people & wanted to(actively) check it
out-prev lurker #hcsm

6:08

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
TOPIC 1 - Do patient advisory groups, created by
pharma or med device orgs, affect change? Why/not?
Pros & cons? Discuss. #hcsm

6:08

Liam Farrell@drlfarrell
hi everyone; retired (early!) GP and columnist #hcsm

6:09

Jewels@She_Sugar
Hey everyone - back from spring break skiing in
Colorado ready for #HCSM

6:09

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
T1 live at #hcsm - Do patient advisory groups, created by
pharma or med device orgs, affect change? Why/not?
Pros & cons? Discuss.

6:09

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
@AustinChiangMD that sounds really interesting. What
kind of videos will you be featuring? #hcsm

6:09

Mark Salke@marksalke
Fun! Where were ya? RT @She_Sugar: Hey everyone back from spring break skiing in Colorado ready
for #HCSM

6:09

Julian Bond@Julian_Bond
.@marksalke haha That is very awesome Mark! My kind
of a perfect combo...pizza...#WWE wrestling...& hangin
out with my fellow #HCSM peeps :)

6:10

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
T1: I don't know about pharma, but I know our patient
advisory board @Intakeme has been instrumental for our
product development! #hcsm

6:10

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
Pharma and med device orgs are often pretty one-sided,
anything to make their products seem better.#hcsm

6:10

Alex Burgess@AlexHBurgess
#hcsm Hi, off subject, but I'm working on a mkt research
project & need help connecting w/#mentalhealth pros
who r using online care tools

6:10

Mark Dimor@MarksPhone
T1, I think we have moved to questioning authority &
corporate input so these site are lower not the knowledge
food chain #hcsm

6:10

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
#HCSM T1 Do Pt advisory groups affect change?
Depends how they're structured and ultimate
goals/objectives. Can be tricky sometimes

6:11

Amol Utrankar@AmolUtrankar
@HealthSocMed Depends. Are pt advisory groups “let’s
learn from our users,” or “let’s make e-patients our brand
advisors?” #hcsm

6:11

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @a_singledrop I know our patient advisory
board@Intakeme has been instrumental for our product
development! #hcsm

6:11

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
T1: Are we differentiating between groups generated by
pharma vs. @patientslikeme? #HCSM

6:11

Mark Salke@marksalke
A1: Two views: 1) Patients are strong advocates w/ first
level experience. 2) Patients have a stake in making sure
org is successful. #hcsm

6:11

Kevin Wang@kvnwang
@danamlewis A1 good corp responsibility but need to
watch out for corp interests re: treatment #hcsm

6:11

Clay Chappell, MD@CChappellMD
I am leery of anything sponsored by device
companies/pharma. More about the bottom line than pt.
care. #hcsm

6:11

Rishi Kumar, MD@RKmd
T1: They can affect perception. If they channel useful
information to patients, they can drive quality selfcare. #hcsm

6:11

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@HealthSocMed #hcsm Hopefully they will affect
positive change as they collect more info & faithful to
intentions of better patient care

6:11

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
T1: Have also noticed patient advisory boards to be
critical to direct "patient-centeredness" of PCMH
initiatives. #hcsm

6:12

madhusree singh MD@thinkalot
. @HealthSocMed T1 #hcsm raise awareness of
disease/condition amongst folks but also potential to
create perverse incentive4Dx, Dz mongering

6:12

Jennifer Gunter@DrJenGunter
Patient advisory boards for Pharma/device etc can be
good, but can easily be stacked for bias so depends#hcsm

6:12

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T1 can affect change, but also can lead to COIs (will
discuss tomorrow w @BioethxChat!) #bioethx #hcsm

6:12

Chris Sebastian@csebastian
A1 I think it's important to listen to patient feedback to
learn how a product is being used & can be
improved#hcsm

6:12

Sunny Chan@waisunchan
T1 I'm sceptical of pharma but in some instances such as
smoking cessation and erectile dysfunction their role
have been positive imho #hcsm

6:12

Jewels@She_Sugar
@a_singledrop @Intakeme That is great to hear.#hcsm

6:12

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@danamlewis Ouch, that's a tough one. #hcsm

6:13

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
@AaronBlank ::waves:: #hcsm

6:13

Dr. Jason Malinowski@drmalinowski
T1 think it depends how they are selected, lots of room
for selection bias #hcsm

6:13

Julian Bond@Julian_Bond
Hi there! HCSM is this nice weekly Twitter chat w/great
discussion of healthcare + social media.
RT@ChiokeMcRae @Julian_Bond What is #HCSM?

6:13

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
T1 I think that patient advisory groups are a great way to
interact with patients and show you care about improving
their healthcare #HCSM

6:13

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @NicholasDragon If they actually help people
connect in a positive way; yes. If they are trying to make
the sell; no. #Transparency #HCSM

6:13

Kylie Tingley@KylieTingley
T1: If nothing else patient advocacy groups provide a
means of support for patients, letting them know they are
not alone. #hcsm

6:13

Liam Farrell@drlfarrell
Q1 #bigpharma wouldn't be involved unless they did
affect change;yet again,vested interests masquerade as
moral principles #hcsm

6:13

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
Yum! RT @DrJenGunter I'm lurking on #hcsm bc I'm
also making chicken pot pie

6:13

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
T1 Yes pt groups affect change depending on the extent
of involvement theyre allowed to.Cons if connected w/
pharma is bias #hcsm

6:13

DrFay@DrFayOnline
'@kvnwang @danamlewis True and hopefully corp
responsibility will translate to meaningful patient
input#hcsm

6:14

madhusree singh MD@thinkalot
Motivation Key @DrJenGunter:Patient advisory boards
for Pharma/device etc can be good,but can easily be
stacked for bias so depends #hcsm

6:14

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@kvnwang @danamlewis #hcsm Hopefully their
intentions will be patients centered care instead of profit
centered intervention.

6:14

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@AmolUtrankar @HealthSocMed I worry abt both those
issues. Hard to be a patient advocate w/o $$ support; hard
to stay honest w/ it #hcsm

6:14

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
#HCSM T1 Doesn't have to be national patient advocate
groups. I know of a couple community based groups
making big diff in their small comm

6:14

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
@She_Sugar Thanks. Working with our patient advisors
has been one of the most rewarding parts of
founding @Intakeme #hcsm

6:14

Amy Gleason@ThePatientsSide
Hi Amy here from Florida while also
watching#MarchMadness. #HCSM

6:14

Jewels@She_Sugar
As in any aspect of business it's wise to listen to the users
(patients in this instance) - brilliant ideas can
emerge. #hcsm

6:14

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @schwartzbrown T1 I've never seen a corp supported
group not subtly push its own product or service to the
exclusion of others #hcsm

6:15

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
That's a very good point @drmikesevilla. Depending on
the goals of the group change might not occur#HCSM

6:15

Austin Chiang@AustinChiangMD
@SamLeeSchmitt A little bit of everything. Hopefully
adding a little fun to navigating healthcare :) Details
soon! #hcsm

6:15

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@KylieTingley Pt advocacy groups are unequivocably
good IMO it's the involvement w pharma that is
questionable #hcsm

6:15

madhusree singh MD@thinkalot
+1 MT @schwartzbrown:Mindy here, Social Worker NJ.
Not positively disposed toward corporate sponsorship of
patient support groups #hcsm

6:15

DrFay@DrFayOnline
'@a_singledrop Hope that the patient advisory boards
will be reflective of the community population for true
patient engagement #hcsm

6:15

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@DocForeman @DrJenGunter I bet you are fun to have
in the house, dancing around the kitchen making up
jingles :) #hcsm

6:15

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@padschicago @NicholasDragon #hcsm I'm sure there's
going to be some aspects of marketing for profits, hope
patients' welfare will prevail

6:15

Liam Farrell@drlfarrell
RT @padschicago @schwartzbrown T1 never seen a
corp supported group not subtly push its own
product/service to exclusion of others #hcsm

6:15

Mark Salke@marksalke
@padschicago @schwartzbrown Good point! I doubt
there are many dissenting voices in such groups.#hcsm

6:16

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
Difficulty is though, who WILL support pt peer support,
I've been there done that & even tiny funding v hard 2 get
except from pharma #hcsm

6:16

Alex Burgess@AlexHBurgess
@HealthSocMed T1: They can, but I always question the
detail in their advocacy activities. There can definitely be
good done though. #hcsm

6:16

Jewels@She_Sugar
@aprilcs Very true - esp with products worn by users
such as diabetes on a daily basis. #hcsm

6:16

amal tlaige@amoulie92
@aprilcs I agree! I think it will also allow patients to feel
closer to doctors as well! #hcsm

6:16

Amy Gleason@ThePatientsSide
T1: Patient advisory groups are helpful if engaged at the
right time and listened to. Some seem to have them to
check the box instead #hcsm

6:16

Kylie Tingley@KylieTingley
T1: Patients, care providers, advocacy groups, industry,
and researchers can & should all work together to affect
positive change. #hcsm

6:16

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@padschicago @schwartzbrown #hcsm Too early to
analyze and tell final intentions.

6:16

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
@DrFayOnline agreed. working at a startup, what
community you serve is confusing. But for a medical
home, this is absolutely critical. #hcsm

6:17

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
I agree that patient advisory boards are a central part of
PCMH and with my experience they have been very
successful @a_singledrop #HCSM

6:17

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
@drmikesevilla thanks - now that's stuck in my head
:( #hcsm

6:17

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
T1: Pharma & Devices need an audience, so it's a
marketing imperative. But having a good product is more
important than persuasion. #hcsm

6:17

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
As a pt advocacy & former rep of peer support group,
wlll say pharma treated us more respectfully than big d
orgs #hcsm

6:17

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @aprilcs RT @She_Sugar: As in any aspect of
business it's wise to listen to the users (patients) - brilliant
ideas can emerge. #hcsm

6:17

Liam Farrell@drlfarrell
RT @TwiceDiabetes Difficulty is, who WILL support pt
peer support,been there,done that,even tiny funding hard
2 get except from pharma #hcsm

6:17

amal tlaige@amoulie92
@TwiceDiabetes I didn't think of that, good point.
Wonder who would fund. Govt? #hcsm

6:18

Jennifer Gunter@DrJenGunter
Patient advisory could help answer is the device might be
used/risk acceptable etc so feedback in design #hcsm

6:18

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
@SamLeeSchmitt that's what I've heard! Looking
forward to seeing how it works @UCSFHospitals#hcsm

6:18

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
.@SamLeeSchmitt Thanks for the feedback. Something
else, I guess, is that goals for the group may change over
time #HCSM

6:18

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@amoulie92 Unlikely & likely more strings attached re
no lobbying, what u say etc. #hcsm

6:18

Liam Farrell@drlfarrell
Q1 there are really 2 quite separate questions here;
maybe we should split them #hcsm

6:19

Clay Chappell, MD@CChappellMD
@waisunchan Agree. For devices like pacemakers,
stents, do have some good pt services. Ultimate goal is to
sell more, but good for pt. #hcsm

6:19

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
Think there r 2 convos here 1. is pt advising pharma on
products, other is pharma sponsorship of pt peer support
groups..... #hcsm

6:19

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
@DrJenGunter Agreed. For all our skepticism of
corporate interests, still better to have patient input in
design, than not. #hcsm

6:19

Jake's Journal@JakesJournal
@Julian_Bond @ChiokeMcRae Hey there, Julian! Any
chance you (or other #hcsm folks) will be at#ahcj14 next
weekend? Hope to see you there!

6:19

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
@a_singledrop You're welcome. BTW, congrats on your
Match Day 2014! #HCSM

6:20

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @drmikesevilla @a_singledrop You're welcome.
BTW, congrats on your Match Day 2014! #HCSM

6:20

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
Yep, 2 diff convos I'm confused
RT @schwartzbrownAre we talking patient advisory or
peer support, and how do you define the first? #hcsm

6:20

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
+1 MT @a_singledrop: @DrJenGunter Agreed. For all
our skepticism of corp. interests, better to have patient
input in design, than not. #hcsm

6:20

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@KylieTingley #hcsm Been on adversary board of
pharmaceutical company to design website.Theycollected
scientific info & useability from us.

6:20

madhusree singh MD@thinkalot
Both can benefit frm reflection & transparency
MT@drlfarrell:Q1 there are really 2 quite separate Qs
here;maybe we should split them #hcsm

6:20

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @amoulie92 @padschicago Definitely! I think the
most important factor is getting the pt's input first.#hcsm

6:20

Kevin Wang@kvnwang
@YinkaVidal @KylieTingley #hcsm YEP! Patient
reported outcomes make pharma a good stakeholder
alongside providers + patients!

6:21

Alicia Aebersold@aliciacollin
What makes a good doctor, and can you measure
it?ow.ly/uRwwM #hcsm (via @ShimCode)

6:21

Sherry Reynolds@Cascadia
Q1 What is often missing in healthcare are professional
designers who convert patient identified problems into
solutions #hcsm

6:21

Mindy SchwartzBrown@schwartzbrown
One of my issues is the failure of docs to use old drugs
that work and are cheap. Would a pharma co. like that
discussion? #hcsm

6:21

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@a_singledrop @DrJenGunter #hcsm Emily, Excellent
point! I agree, patient input is critical!

6:21

Johnson and Toxin@JNTNews
@HealthSocMed no. If devices/pharma execs don't like results, they'll just
toss the
datajohnsonandtoxin.com/mesh_document_… s$JNJ#obama #hcsm #corpgov

6:21

Dr. Jason Malinowski@drmalinowski
T1 devil's advocate - R the pt advisory groups for our
institutions /orgs always, always abt just benefiting pt
care? Nil else for us? #hcsm

6:22

April Sciacchitano@aprilcs
@amoulie92 true! It's a trust factor. The adv group needs
to be a long term relat. - we need to show application of
patient input #hcsm

6:22

Liam Farrell@drlfarrell
T1 if you sup with the devil, you need a long
spoon#hcsm

6:22

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
True RT @drmalinowski R the pt advisory groups for
our institutions /orgs always, always abt just benefiting pt
care? Nil else for us? #hcsm

6:22

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
@a_singledrop I couldn't agree more. Not all corporates
are evil! And since patients are no.1 their opinions should
count regardless #HCSM

6:22

Scott Mills@GraffitiBMXCop
RT @DocForeman: King
of #FamilyMedicine &#SocialMedia joins #SPSM chat
10pmET to discuss#SoMe knowhowdrmikesevilla.com/blog/2011/9/19… #hcsm #mhsm

6:22

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
Just b/c the data isn't reported, doesn't mean it doesn't inform
decisions later
though...always...heh...@JNTNews @HealthSocMed#HCSM

6:22

Mark Dimor@MarksPhone
@AaronBlank Agree 100% #hcsm

6:22

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@drmalinowski Great point Jason #hcsm

6:23

Clay Chappell, MD@CChappellMD
@schwartzbrown That is a huge issue with Pharma. Lots
of new drugs are redundant or lack good evidence of
efficacy. #hcsm

6:23

StephenS@StephenSType1
I realize it's a pipe dream, but... When should patient's
lives EVER have to compete with corporate quarterly
earnings? #hcsm

6:23

Jewels@She_Sugar
@waisunchan There are many avenues of support for
patients - many of us volunteer for org's such
as@AmDiabetesAssn @JDRF #hcsm

6:23

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
Good T1 discussion, we'll move on to T2 shortly!#hcsm

6:23

Chris Sebastian@csebastian
@Cascadia I think that issue can be improved with better
communication and interaction between designers,
patients, and HC pros #hcsm

6:23

madhusree singh MD@thinkalot
Love the metaphor-seems like Pharma funding
unavoidable-deal w COIs @drlfarrell: T1 if you sup with
the devil, you need a long spoon #hcsm

6:23

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@kvnwang @KylieTingley #hcsm They wanted to know
what info HCP would be looking for to help patients with
different drugs they market.

6:23

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
RT @HealthSocMed: Good T1 discussion, we'll move on
to T2 shortly! #hcsm

6:23

Mindy SchwartzBrown@schwartzbrown
RT @StephenSType1 I realize it's a pipe dream,
but..When should patient's lives EVER have 2compete
with corporate quarterly earnings? #hcsm

6:24

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@TwiceDiabetes Interested to know in what
way/s?#hcsm

6:24

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
@StephenSType1, I don't know that they ever can be.
Inextricably linked. Most of the time. #HCSM

6:25

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
TOPIC 2 - Can patients/consumers actively engage
healthcare brands? Flip side: how can orgs better engage
patients/consumers? #hcsm

6:25

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @HealthSocMed T2 Can patients/consumers actively
engage healthcare brands? Flip: how can orgs better
engage patients/consumers? #hcsm

6:25

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
T2 live at #hcsm - Can patients/consumers actively
engage healthcare brands? Flip side: how can orgs better
engage patients/consumers?

6:25

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@SamLeeSchmitt @a_singledrop Interested in learning
more on this. Is there a link? #hcsm

6:25

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
T1 Proper and clear communication of goals is vital in
getting the message through in pt advocacy
groups.Action > words #hcsm

6:26

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@She_Sugar @waisunchan @AmDiabetesAssn@JDRF #hcsm Sadly
many of us wrote articles, lectures, workshops & benefited comp,&
received nothing.

6:26

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
T2: Consumer engagement in health brands has the
unfortunate problem of #privacy in its root #HCSM

6:26

StephenS@StephenSType1
@dz45tr Inextricably linked. But patient lives should
trump all #hcsm

6:26

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
@Cascadia I have found that while healthcare can be fast
paced, implementation of changes is slow - a prob for
implementing solutions #HCSM

6:27

Sunny Chan@waisunchan
@She_Sugar @AmDiabetesAssn @JDRF Volunteer
organisations are great but they too are sponsored by
pharma. The dark side is everywhere #hcsm

6:27

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @SamLeeSchmitt @Cascadia while healthcare can
be fast paced, implementation of changes is slow - a prob
for implementing solutions #HCSM

6:27

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@HealthSocMed I just saw a quirky example of a mom
engaging a brand (not HC) to change the name of
pickles takepart.com/article/2013/0… #hcsm

6:27

Mindy SchwartzBrown@schwartzbrown
One prob with large Pt. advocacy group is that they
spend so much time and energy on self-perpetuation vs.
pt. services #hcsm

6:27

Mark Salke@marksalke
A2: 'Engagement' has to go to bottom line. There is a
point where they look for a conversion. If you're just
conversing, good luck. #hcsm

6:27

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
T2 Key here is more patient involvement and considering
them as stakeholders in their projects citing them as
living testimonies #hcsm

6:27

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @StephenSType1 @dz45tr Inextricably linked. But
patient lives should trump all #hcsm

6:28

Vaidehi Mujumdar@VeeMuj
@HealthSocMed T2. Orgs can better engage
patient/consumers with some kind of value-add program
that helps improve outcomes in pt care.#hcsm

6:28

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @VeeMuj T2. Orgs can better engage
patient/consumers with some kind of value-add program
that helps improve outcomes in pt care.#hcsm

6:28

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@HealthSocMed Watch this space for a while & you see
some brands listen w/heart; some listen w/lawyers; some
w/ fear; some not at all #hcsm

6:28

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
YES RT @schwartzbrown 1 prob with large Pt.
advocacy group is they spend so much time and energy
on self-perpetuation vs. pt. services #hcsm

6:28

Iris Thiele Isip Tan@endocrine_witch
@danamlewis Hi, jumping in. You mean patient to
healthcare brand instead of healthcare brand to patient?
There is a diff I think? #hcsm

6:28

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @pfanderson Watch this space for a while & you see
some brands listen w/heart; some listen w/lawyers; some
w/ fear; some not at all #hcsm

6:29

Rishi Kumar, MD@RKmd
T2: I feel like price would stratify the degree of
engagement in either direction. #hcsm

6:29

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
T2: I think in this day and age, healthcare orgs can do a
lot to engage consumers by just listening /
interacting. #hcsm

6:29

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
T2 I know that patient portals are becoming widespread.
We just implemented ours and it's a great way to interact
w/ patients #HCSM

6:29

T2D Research@T2DRemission
T2: Preaching device interoperability years now. Is
current noise about it response to patient demand or part
of general move to EHR? #hcsm

6:29

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@VeeMuj Well said @HealthSocMed #hcsm

6:29

Jewels@She_Sugar
@YinkaVidal @waisunchan Many of us also choose to
volunteer - I volunteer like crazy to help others
w/#type1diabetes #hcsm

6:29

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @a_singledrop T2: I think in this day and age,
healthcare orgs can do a lot to engage consumers by just
listening / interacting. #hcsm

6:29

Dr. Jason Malinowski@drmalinowski
T2 I think the channels of engagement are opening up,
but meaningful change might have to come from a
"bottom line" discussion :( #hcsm

6:29

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
RT @a_singledrop: T2: I think in this day and age,
healthcare orgs can do a lot to engage consumers by just
listening / interacting. #hcsm

6:29

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@HealthSocMed It was interesting because it was a
healthcare concern but not a healthcare company. And
they listened. #hcsm

6:29

amal tlaige@amoulie92
T2: PT's can provide feedback & Orgs can better engage
pt’s/consumers by consistently posting content on SNS
and making it RELEVANT #HCSM

6:30

Steve Sisko@ShimCode
"Patient, Family and Caregiver Engagement at the
Facility Level" ow.ly/uSKZQ #hcsm

6:30

Iris Thiele Isip Tan@endocrine_witch
@waisunchan @She_Sugar @AmDiabetesAssn@JDRF our
local endoc society has insulin for life program sponsored
by pharma. opinion? #hcsm

6:30

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @ShimCode "Patient, Family and Caregiver
Engagement at the Facility Level" ow.ly/uSKZQ#hcsm

6:30

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@TwiceDiabetes Thanks for sharing the feedback
Mel #hcsm

6:30

Mindy SchwartzBrown@schwartzbrown
I started a teen lupus support group whose members now
run the group as adults. Lupus Fdn doesn't meet their
needs #hcsm

6:30

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
@SamLeeSchmitt, how's your patient portal outcomes
data? Most are having trouble translating to
real #outcomes. #HCSM

6:30

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
@dz45tr that's a good point that some engagement can be
seen as invasion of privacy, where should the line be
drawn? #HCSM

6:30

Aaron Blank@AaronBlank
Healthcare organizations/cos can always work on
improving their comms w/ consumers. We all welcome
it. We have many personal examples#hcsm

6:31

April Foreman@DocForeman
@HealthSocMed Can we? Yes. Q is, how to do it well.
:) #hcsm

6:31

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@YinkaVidal @HealthSocMed It's part of partnership /
participatory medicine. Needs to go beyond
marketing. #hcsm

6:31

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
YEs!
RT @pfanderson @YinkaVidal@HealthSocMed It's part
of partnership / participatory medicine. Needs to go
beyond marketing. #hcsm

6:31

Mark Salke@marksalke
A2: The point I make is that social mktg is more about
'giving' than getting.' Many companies/brands don't get
that yet. #hcsm

6:31

Iris Thiele Isip Tan@endocrine_witch
@YinkaVidal @HealthSocMed how about the FDA
guidance for #SoMe pmlive.com/blogs/digital_…#hcsm

6:31

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@endocrine_witch @waisunchan @She_Sugar@AmDiabetesAssn @JDRF good
cause BUT ultimately profit incentive 4 pharma 2 incr insulin use?#hcsm

6:31

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @endocrine_witch @YinkaVidal @HealthSocMedhow
about the FDA guidance
for #SoMepmlive.com/blogs/digital_… #hcsm

6:31

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @endocrine_witch @YinkaVidal @HealthSocMedhow
about the FDA guidance for #SoMegoo.gl/Wl34Io #hcsm

6:32

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@amoulie92 #hcsm T2 Should we be concerned about
mining patient info purely for marketing purpose?

6:32

Julian Bond@Julian_Bond
T2: For sure re: consumers engaging healthcare brands.
As consumers, they can let HC orgs what they really
think about their #HCSM efforts.

6:32

Johnson and Toxin@JNTNews
@dz45tr @HealthSocMed judge convicted $JNJ of
destroying tens of thousands of mesh files. Data no
longer
exists #hcsmjohnsonandtoxin.com/mesh_document_…

6:32

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T2 IMO Volunteer groups for feedback maybe best?
Tricky if any monetary reimbursement. Proempowerment, but weary of 'bigpharma' #hcsm

6:32

Mindy SchwartzBrown@schwartzbrown
Pt experiences are so much affected by location and
culture. Difficult to meet all needs in one swoop#hcsm

6:32

T2D Research@T2DRemission
T2: There's a lot I'd like to say to the ADA; not sure they
want to hear; mostly resigned to "they do what they
do." #hcsm

6:32

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
@StephenSType1, reading "the New Digital Age" right
now. And there is an upheaval of privacy/openness
coming #HCSM

6:32

StephenS@StephenSType1
@dz45tr Very good point. I like that #hcsm

6:33

Sunny Chan@waisunchan
T1 To be frank we'll find many COIs openly or hidden in
every pt support groups. Just as long as Pt recieves +ve
support #hcsm

6:33

Chris Sebastian@csebastian
A2 Re: privacy: create an environment of trust in which
patients may opt-in to communicate? #hcsm

6:33

Dr. Jason Malinowski@drmalinowski
@Julian_Bond good point - how will we KNOW they
care? #hcsm

6:33

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@jchevinsky But why should I as a pt, give my time &
experience for nothing when pharma make $s, NOBODY
else does #hcsm

6:33

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@pfanderson @HealthSocMed #hcsm I'm hoping &
praying so patient can benefit more, not used
forexploitation.HCPs have been exploited in past

6:33

Mindy SchwartzBrown@schwartzbrown
RT @TwiceDiabetes @jchevinsky But why should I as a
pt, give my time & experience for nothing when pharma
make $s, NOBODY else does #hcsm

6:33

Alicia Aebersold@aliciacollin
T2 Need REAL involvement, not lip service, putting
consumers in leadership is a good
startbit.ly/1rkCmMo (from #AF4Q) #hcsm

6:33

Iris Thiele Isip Tan@endocrine_witch
@TwiceDiabetes @schwartzbrown our local endoc
society nurturing thyroid CA lay group. Bogged down
trying to find funding #hcsm

6:33

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T2 Talked about pt role in branding last #bioethxchat..
with breast cancer & branding of pink ribbon. Example
of Pt activism #bcsm #hcsm

6:34

amal tlaige@amoulie92
@YinkaVidal Thats a topic that adv groups need to make
a point; that pt's info/stories aren't being used for
marketing purposes #hcsm

6:34

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
T2: Many patients are wary of sharing, but not all.
Especially those with chronic illness where results can be
found by sharing #HCSM

6:34

Kevin Wang@kvnwang
@csebastian kind of like social media where we agree to
give up info to communicate w/ friends, only this time its
our health #hcsm

6:34

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @dz45tr T2: Many pats are wary of sharing, but not
all. Especially those with chronic illness where results
can be found by sharing #HCSM

6:34

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@endocrine_witch @schwartzbrown yes, it's so very
hard, I am hugely out of pocket for the work I've done in
pt advocacy #hcsm

6:34

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@TwiceDiabetes @jchevinsky Heard a patient say
yesterday, If I have to work this hard for my healthcare,
someone shd pay ME #hcsm

6:34

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
T2: But as we *all* know, health is social and our
expectations of privacy are shifting #HCSM

6:34

Dr. Jason Malinowski@drmalinowski
T2 would be interested in @Leslee_KGH 's experience
with @KGHConnect #hcsm

6:34

Mindy SchwartzBrown@schwartzbrown
If a pharma or device co is willing to fund a local group
with no strings or ads, that's fine. I've gotten some small
grants #hcsm

6:35

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
#HCSM Correct if wrong: Pharma interacting w docs is
seen as evil, but Pharma interacting with patients seen as
not evil? Double standard?

6:35

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@TwiceDiabetes @jchevinsky She's having to educate
her team, research, advocate, etc. Being a pt becoming a
FT job for her #hcsm

6:35

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@pfanderson @jchevinsky Don't expect 2 b paid to take
care of health but if somebody else wants my expertise 2
make $s that's diff. #hcsm

6:35

Mark Dimor@MarksPhone
Brand engagement is value exchange including social
strategies #hcsm bit.ly/1pqpS1T

6:35

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @drmikesevilla #HCSM C Pharma interacting w
docs is seen as evil, but Pharma interacting with patients
seen as not evil? Double standard?

6:35

Jewels@She_Sugar
@AaronBlank Volunteering on a board is a grt place to
start when you want to make a difference w/ something
close to your heart #hcsm

6:35

Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
I REALLY want to go hang out
in #hcsm and #spamtonight, but I have a migraine so bad
I think my eyes are swollen.... #whimper

6:35

Steve Sisko@ShimCode
"Engagement Planning Template" (Good resource)
•ow.ly/uSLph #hcsm

6:35

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@drmikesevilla No, pharma interacting w pts is illegal
generally in AUst. altho medical device cos r allowed
2 #hcsm

6:35

Iris Thiele Isip Tan@endocrine_witch
@TwiceDiabetes @waisunchan @She_Sugar@AmDiabetesAssn @JDRF Agree,
but made part of corporate social responsibility #hcsm

6:36

Laura Kolaczkowski@lkay54
T1 #HCSM wondering how many here tonight have been
on pharma pt advisory panels? I have.

6:36

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@pfanderson @TwiceDiabetes Understnd that, but if
pay, shld b independent org reimbursing so pt gets $$
regardless of report #hcsm #bioethx

6:36

Aaron Blank@AaronBlank
@drmikesevilla double, yes, but let's break down those
silos! #hcsm

6:36

Vaidehi Mujumdar@VeeMuj
@schwartzbrown absolutely gotten small
grants/partnerships from insurance companies before, but
it was solely for QI research #hcsm

6:36

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@jchevinsky @pfanderson Oh totally #hcsm

6:36

Kevin Wang@kvnwang
@drmikesevilla it’s all about balance. can’t let the
pendulum swing too far #hcsm

6:36

April Foreman@DocForeman
@drmikesevilla If the drugs are better and less$$ I don't
care who pharma interacts with. :) #hcsm

6:36

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@dz45tr Love the way this was
expressed!@kvnwang @csebastian #hcsm

6:37

Carolyn Thomas@HeartSisters
@schwartzbrown Just jumping in from the west coast
here: Industry-funded groups = Slippery slope. How
industry co-opts pt engagement #hcsm

6:37

Dr. Jason Malinowski@drmalinowski
@ShimCode thanks for that reference #hcsm

6:37

Mindy SchwartzBrown@schwartzbrown
When cos use pts. on advisory comms. they use that fact
to get approvals, investments, etc. Not without profit
motive #hcsm

6:37

DrFay@DrFayOnline
+@StephenSType1 @dz45tr And typically the focus is
on maximum and rapid ROI #hcsm

6:37

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@schwartzbrown As do health research groups, hospitals
etc #hcsm

6:37

Julian Bond@Julian_Bond
.@drmalinowski Thx Jason. Yes, definitely an even
better point w/how healthcare orgs on social media
actually react to consumer input. #HCSM

6:37

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@TwiceDiabetes @pfanderson My issue not w pt getting
paid 4 their time, its where money comes from, & with
what 'conditions' #bioethx #hcsm

6:38

Vaidehi Mujumdar@VeeMuj
@padschicago @dz45tr don't forget older adults,
especially those with co-morbidities. Sharing becomes a
way of healing many times. #hcsm

6:38

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@AaronBlank @drmikesevilla Triple that. Hoping this
"stigma" would be broken #hcsm

6:38

StephenS@StephenSType1
@DrFayOnline Sometimes, very true. But that doesn't
mean patients are powerless #hcsm

6:38

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @VeeMuj @padschicago @dz45tr older adults,
especially those with co-morbidities. Sharing becomes a
way of healing many times. #hcsm

6:38

Amol Utrankar@AmolUtrankar
Bias only a negative if we’re not aware of it or pretend it
doesn’t it. Acknowledgement is key. #HCSM

6:38

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@amoulie92 #hcsm Can we guarantee this & avoid
exploitation compared to what HCPs experienced in the
past years at conference presentations?

6:38

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
@twirlandswirl oh no! sorry to hear you're unwell. Go lie
down and hope you feel better! #hcsm

6:39

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
@VeeMuj @padschicago sharing=maintaining and
healing for all. We just assume #privacy more
import.#uniqueandspecialsnowflake prob. #HCSM

6:39

April Sciacchitano@aprilcs
@dz45tr so right, re: privacy. You could put my med.
record on a billboard if it would limit the bureaucracy of
accessing care. #hcsm

6:39

Austin Chiang@AustinChiangMD
T2 Blurred lines: marketing healthcare often disguised as
health information. Accuracy and applicability of claims
often questionable #hcsm

6:39

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @dz45tr @VeeMuj @padschicagosharing=maintaining
and healing for all. We just assume #privacy more import.
e prob. #HCSM

6:39

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
@lkay54 I was wondering the same thing. I have never
participated in one, but wouldn't think it is as bad as
others make it sound! #HCSM

6:39

Sunny Chan@waisunchan
RT @pfanderson @TwiceDiabetes @jchevinskyHeard a
pt say yesterday, If I have to work this hard for my
healthcare, someone shd pay ME #hcsm

6:39

Aaron Blank@AaronBlank
@She_Sugar agree! In my case, stability and
communication, first. Disease advocacy, second. We will
get there. #FightEB #hcsm

6:39

Laura Kolaczkowski@lkay54
@HeartSisters @schwartzbrown #HCSM is it the same
there in Canada where you are Carolyn? Do PTS and
pharma consult?

6:39

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@YinkaVidal @HealthSocMed Somehow I find it hard
to feel sorry for them. #hcsm

6:40

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@TwiceDiabetes @pfanderson If money ends up
corrupting/biasing reports, potentially harms far more
patients..! : / #bioethx #hcsm

6:40

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
Moving on to T3 shortly! #hcsm

6:40

Alicia Aebersold@aliciacollin
Agree! Sometimes u need help w
storytellingbit.ly/OPA9cy MT @amoulie92 @dz45tr often
pts want to make a diff, tell stories #hcsm

6:40

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@YinkaVidal @HealthSocMed We all donate time to
groups we believe in or want to help. We also say no
when we can't afford it. Choices #hcsm

6:40

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
RT @HealthSocMed: Moving on to T3 shortly! #hcsm

6:40

April Foreman@DocForeman
@aprilcs @dz45tr SHHHH! HIPAA will find you and
get you!!! #hcsm

6:40

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
T2: re: sharing=health, If we don't recognize health is
social, we're missing the boat. That's Y Social support sld
be pt of intake #HCSM

6:40

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
Hi everyone #hcsm

6:41

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@pfanderson @YinkaVidal @HealthSocMed As do
I,HCPS doing it to boost their CV it's pts expected to do
same for nothing I find annoying #hcsm

6:41

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
Greetings! RT @bacigalupe: Hi everyone #hcsm

6:41

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @drmalinowski @twirlandswirl take 2 aspirins &
tweet me in the morning? #hcsm (my lawyer advises to
say that's not actual medical advice)

6:41

Vaidehi Mujumdar@VeeMuj
@dz45tr @padschicago it's a fine line between privacy
and sharing, esp when pts deal with inter-professional
healthcare teams #hcsm

6:41

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
Heh. @DocForeman @aprilcs #HIPAA would okay the
billboard if she said okay #HCSM

6:41

April Foreman@DocForeman
@bacigalupe Hi! #hcsm

6:41

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@jchevinsky @TwiceDiabetes No, this is not a patient
advocate. This is PATIENT working w/her own care
team, trying to survive, get Tx #hcsm

6:42

April Sciacchitano@aprilcs
@AmolUtrankar ahh, great pt on bias! Let's learn to
coexist w them, and prioritize the patient above our own
admitted interests. #HCSM

6:42

Sunny Chan@waisunchan
@jchevinsky @TwiceDiabetes @pfanderson Hence the
importance of critiquing what we read thoroughly & not
rely on pharma spin #hcsm

6:42

Carolyn Thomas@HeartSisters
@lkay54 Pharma wd like nothing better than "consult"
w. pts. Here DirectToConsumer ads (ask your doctor!)
are illegal @schwartzbrown #hcsm

6:42

amal tlaige@amoulie92
@YinkaVidal 100% guarentee would be ideal, but isnt
realistic, There will always b doubts especially b.c of
HCP's experience #hcsm

6:42

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
TOPIC 3 - give your elevator speech - why should HC
providers be on or use SM? When should they not?#hcsm

6:42

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
Hey @drmikesevilla in charge of the crew today?#hcsm

6:42

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
+1000 MT @jchevinsky @TwiceDiabetes If money ends
up corrupting/biasing reports, potentially harms far more
patients..! : / #bioethx #hcsm

6:42

Jewels@She_Sugar
@pfanderson @YinkaVidal Very true - I donate my
nursing time on a regular basis not for pay but for good
karma (-: #hcsm

6:43

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
RT @HealthSocMed: TOPIC 3 - give your elevator
speech - why should HC providers be on or use SM?
When should they not? #hcsm

6:43

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@pfanderson @jchevinsky Yes I know that's what u
meant & you're preaching to the choir here but diff issue
from 1 being discussed IMO #hcsm

6:43

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
T3: HCP's o #SocialMedia can affect patient healthy
habits, knowledge, and develop trust. #hcsm

6:43

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
No way! I'm just the comic relief lol RT @bacigalupe:
Hey @drmikesevilla in charge of the crew today?#hcsm

6:43

Laura Kolaczkowski@lkay54
@drmikesevilla #HCSM I don't view as evil- how else
will product knowledge/research be shared? US govt sure
doesn't fund any of it

6:43

DrFay@DrFayOnline
+@padschicago @YinkaVidal @amoulie92 Yes, we
should be concern with data mining 4 marketing
purposes. Need 2 know mining intent #hcsm

6:43

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
T3: HC providers should be on SM if want to connect w/
patients & others in the healthcare community. If they
don't, don't be on SM. #hcsm

6:43

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@TwiceDiabetes @pfanderson @HealthSocMed#hcsm Making
presentations at diff. conferences by healthcare prof hardly
increase our wallet size

6:44

Carolyn Thomas@HeartSisters
@She_Sugar I love that: "I donate my nursing time on a
regular basis, not for pay for for good karma!" :)@pfanderson @YinkaVidal #hcsm

6:44

MedEd101@Mededucation101
Very critical to pay attention to symptoms of GI Bleed
when patients are using NSAIDs - a case
studymeded101.com/2014/03/23/nsa… #FOAMed #hcsm

6:44

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
T3 HC professionals should ideally be on SoMe to live
up to patient
engagement,advocacy,transparency,accessibility
IMHO #hcsm

6:44

April Sciacchitano@aprilcs
@DocForeman @dz45tr Bahaha, even if I signed a
million release forms... People would get squirrely for
sure. ;) #HCSM

6:44

Rishi Kumar, MD@RKmd
T3: Because in a plugged in world, it's up to #hcsm to
create and curate quality information.

6:44

Janet M. Kennedy@GetSocialHealth
@HealthSocMed T3: That's where the patients are. If HC
is not present, who will monitor accuracy of info?#hcsm

6:44

Jonathan Hausmann MD@hausmannMD
Why should Docs use social media? To paraphrase Willy
Sutton: “Because that’s where your
patients/colleagues/journals are!” #HCSM

6:44

Mark Dimor@MarksPhone
T3 HCP should be on SM if they have a strategy and a
set of goals if not bag it. Wasting everyones time#hcsm

6:44

Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@drmalinowski Ha! I actually already took some
ibuprofen about 30 mins ago, it's starting to take the edge
off. A little. If I squint. #hcsm

6:44

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
#HCSM T3: So many good docs on #SocMed, appreciate
thought leadership. Issue is public forum of info dist.
with #patient population

6:44

Amol Utrankar@AmolUtrankar
“Doctor” —> “Docere” —> “to teach” —> To connect
pts to info & resources. | The case for doctors and#hcsm,
in a nutshell.

6:44

Chris Sebastian@csebastian
A3 Go where information is exchanged. Today, it is
through social media. Join the conversation. #hcsm

6:45

Liam Farrell@drlfarrell
T3 Crucial HC providers adopt; provide accurate
info,correct misinfo,engage with patients in bilat
discussion #hcsm

6:45

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@hausmannMD I second that Jonathan! #hcsm

6:45

Iris Thiele Isip Tan@endocrine_witch
T3 HCPs on social media to provide opportunities for
interaction amongst peers and epatients - to learn from
each other #hcsm

6:45

Mark Salke@marksalke
A3: The personal brand is key to reputation. If any
professional eschews social media, I might question their
credibility, #hcsm

6:45

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
T3: HCPs who want to learn the latest trends in health
tech should join SM. If not interested in continuous
learning, go elsewhere. #hcsm

6:46

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@TwiceDiabetes @jchevinsky Yes, but I hear echoes
between the two situations. Often those patients are the
ones invited to the panels #hcsm

6:46

Austin Chiang@AustinChiangMD
T3 @HealthSocMed #hcsm: Medicine is too
stuffy...doctors and healthcare professionals are human
and like to tweet too!

6:46

Tim C Nicholson@timbigfish
T3. Hey Doc, you should be on #SoMe bc patients news
feeds are filled with #health info from every voice but
yours. #hcsm

6:46

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
#HCSM T3 HC providers need to own their SoMe
Presence on the internet, dispel bad internet info,
embrace SoMe dialogue & have lots of fun

6:46

Carolyn Thomas@HeartSisters
@danamlewis T3 HC providers who are not on SM are
abdicating traditional health educator
role@HealthSocMed #hcsm

6:46

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @endocrine_witch HCPs on socialmedia provide
opportunities for interaction amongst peers and epatients
- to learn from each other #hcsm

6:46

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@drlfarrell Yes, be part of dialogue but gotta say HCPs
not immune from spreading misinformation IRL or via
SocMe #hcsm

6:46

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
T3 Real interaction and collaboration happens when you
go social #hcsm

6:46

April Foreman@DocForeman
HCPs should use SoMe to network and collab about their
professional passions. #hcsm

6:46

Kevin Wang@kvnwang
@AustinChiangMD @HealthSocMed I can talk about
Jurassic Park & patient safety on the same site. It’s
awesome like that #hcsm

6:46

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
T3 con-there are obvious HIPAA concerns with using
SM&should be done cautiously. Pro-SM keeps drs&pats
connected=improved healthcare #HCSM

6:47

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @DocForeman HCPs should use SoMe to network
and collab about their professional passions.#hcsm

6:47

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
Love it!
RT @kvnwang @AustinChiangMD@HealthSocMed I
can talk about Jurassic Park & patient safety on the same
site. awesome like that#hcsm

6:47

Alicia Aebersold@aliciacollin
T3 Health care prof should be on sm because it makes
them more human & engaging, thus more accessible &
better connected in person. #hcsm

6:47

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
For med students, often wary of SM because we have
little to teach. But forget new media is one of the best
ways to learn. #hcsm

6:47

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@YinkaVidal @TwiceDiabetes @HealthSocMed If the
HCP doesn't want to do it, frets over $$, then don't. The
group'll find someone else #hcsm

6:47

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
#HCSM T3: The inherent problem in #SocMeddoctors
is #engagement and time. Not all docs/Healthcare
qualified

6:47

Mark Salke@marksalke
A3: Social media is not an echo chamber, it is a global
forum for diverse points of view. #hcsm For any
profession.

6:47

Sunny Chan@waisunchan
T3 SoMe enables HCPs to engage, educate, interact &
give support with their own voice (no COI). Somebody
might take notice #hcsm

6:47

Carolyn Thomas@HeartSisters
@drmikesevilla Agree Mike - and if HC providers are
NOT here on social media, the Jenny McCarthys of the
world WILL be #hcsm

6:48

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T3 HCPs should use SoMe bc currently best way to
connect w different patient communities/specialists.
Period. #hcsm

6:48

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@HealthSocMed #hcsm T3 Educating others, data
mining, info sharing, info correction, listening to
complaints, connecting w/ people & more!

6:48

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @jchevinsky T3 HCPs should use SoMe bc currently
best way to connect w different patient
communities/specialists. Period. #hcsm

6:48

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@YinkaVidal @TwiceDiabetes @HealthSocMed I'm
struggling right now to find $$ for a pro conf in May.
Usually I avoid travel cuz $$ #hcsm

6:48

April Foreman@DocForeman
HCPs should use SoMe for advocacy, engagement, to
bridge "silos," and silence stigma. #hcsm

6:48

Tim C Nicholson@timbigfish
T3. Hey Doc, you should be on #SoMe bc sharing info
that is helpful to others is what thought leaders do. And
sharing happens there. #hcsm

6:48

amal tlaige@amoulie92
T3 Think of all the people they will reach out to by using
IG, FB, Twitter, all crowds young and old. It could make
a huge difference #hcsm

6:49

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
Bwahaha! RT @HeartSisters: @drmikesevilla Agree - if
HC providers are NOT here, the Jenny McCarthys of the
world WILL be #hcsm

6:49

Janet M. Kennedy@jkennedy93
A3: You don't have to be in every platform. Get good at
the ones that work for you. Share information and
engage. #HCSM

6:49

Dr. Jason Malinowski@drmalinowski
T3 so that the funnel of my influence and those who
influence me greatly eclipses my geographic and social
boundaries #hcsm

6:49

Sunny Chan@waisunchan
T3 I used to think SoMe was an echo chamber however
as you develop & become part of a community, people
will respond to your thoughts#hcsm

6:49

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
Bwahaha! MT @HeartSisters: @drmikesevilla Agree - if
HC providers are NOT here, the Jenny McCarthys of the
world WILL be #hcsm

6:49

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@DocForeman Exactly. If you don't HAVE passion,
then #hcsm will be harder for you to understand, find
utility

6:49

amal tlaige@amoulie92
@marksalke exactly! it could really educate ppl b/c of
those diverse POV's #hcsm

6:49

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@timbigfish Sharing and learning from each other
Tim #hcsm

6:50

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
RT @drmalinowski T3 so that the funnel of my influence
and those who influence me greatly eclipses my
geographic and social boundaries#hcsm

6:50

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
So true @hausmannMD ignoring SM would mean being
no longer relevant with patients and out of touch with
colleagues #HCSM

6:50

Iris Thiele Isip Tan@endocrine_witch
T3 Am a #SoMe evangelist, often asked by others how I
find the time. When there is value in something, you can
always find the time. #hcsm

6:50

April Foreman@DocForeman
@drmikesevilla Absolutely. If HCPs aren't on SoMe then
Jenny McCarthy because the voice of "Medicine." #hcsm

6:50

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T3 Should NOT use for 'patient scouting' or specific
medical advice. Have compassion. #hcsm

6:50

Tim C Nicholson@timbigfish
T3. Hey Doc, you should be on #SoMe bc to get out of
your own head and hear what others are saying
about #health. It's easy listening. #hcsm

6:50

Amol Utrankar@AmolUtrankar
To those who critique #SoMe as time consuming - IMO,
if it’s not improving your workflow, you’re not doing it
right. #hcsm

6:50

Iris Thiele Isip Tan@endocrine_witch
And it's truly amazing when that happens on a global
scale @waisunchan #hcsm

6:51

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
@StephenSType1SoMe is often a source for positive
info--but not always. #hcsm

6:51

Kevin Wang@kvnwang
@dz45tr @HeartSisters @drmikesevilla my nightmares
are coming true….only other people we’d have to battle
would be dr phil or dr oz #hcsm

6:51

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
And then we get to the lurking v. engagement argument.
Spot on, @StephenSType1 #HCSM

6:51

Alicia Aebersold@aliciacollin
Love. MT @pfanderson: T3: Do u want to just do ur job
as easily as possible? Sm may not b for u. Want 2 help
change things? Welcome! #hcsm

6:51

amal tlaige@amoulie92
@jkennedy93 Great point! HCP need to find what works
best 4 them, whats most effective for their pt's? How do
they get a point across #hcsm

6:51

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
t3 If pts & HCPS can interact outside of pt encounters
great oppos 2 improve care & deal with political & health
insurer pressure etc #hcsm

6:51

April Sciacchitano@aprilcs
Comms teams are desperate for HCPs who sign on for
consistent social presence! Sustainability is a must before
opening new platforms #HCSM

6:51

Chris Sebastian@csebastian
@jkennedy93 I agree-- experiment to find what appeals
to and works for you, then try to make your niche
better #hcsm

6:51

Tim C Nicholson@timbigfish
@giasison Yes, ma'am. Sharing. Learning. Then sharing
what's happening when they use what they're learning. A
beautiful circle :-) #hcsm

6:51

Sunny Chan@waisunchan
T3 If even you only get positive feedback from one
person whom you've helped via SoMe, it makes it feel
worthwhile #hcsm

6:51

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@endocrine_witch #hcsm Wonderful point Iris! Well
said. If there is value in anything we all find time to
engage!

6:52

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
I agree @kvnwang that though there are clear opposing
opinions everyone is still respectful and that's such a nice
thing to see! #HCSM

6:52

Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@DocForeman @drmikesevilla *shudder* #hcsm#totallynothere #lyingdownwithaheadache #stubborn

6:52

Mindy SchwartzBrown@schwartzbrown
I think it's best if you can be identified with your
message. That's a sign of focus and engagement#hcsm

6:52

DrFay@DrFayOnline
T3| Important to know the #SoMe strategy and where
your patient audience engages. Doesn't mean adopting
every platform. #hcsm

6:52

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
Groups like #HCSM help to coordinate info sharing for
lurkers; #HITsm and #HCLDR, too...

6:52

Austin Chiang@AustinChiangMD
T3 @HealthSocMed #hcsm shouldn't be just public
health infomercials...hear out patient perspective/feedbk
& share your own outrage at times

6:52

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @waisunchan T3 If even you only get positive
feedback from one person whom you've helped via
SoMe, it makes it feel worthwhile #hcsm

6:53

amal tlaige@amoulie92
T3 SM will make HC a topic that people can comfortably
talk about! #hcsm

6:53

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
@dz45tr and for patients, let's not
forget #patientchat#bcsm #lcsm, etc. #hcsm

6:53

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
RT @AustinChiangMD shouldn't be just public health
infomercials..hear out patient perspective/feedbk & share
your own outrage at times #hcsm

6:53

Vaidehi Mujumdar@VeeMuj
RT T3| Important to know the #SoMe strategy and where
your patient audience engages. Doesn't mean adopting
every platform. #hcsm

6:53

Amol Utrankar@AmolUtrankar
.@waisunchan This. An audience adds a new element
to #SoMe use, but it’s not necessary. Listening, selfreflecting have inherent value #hcsm

6:53

Aaron Blank@AaronBlank
RU kidding? HC providers need SM. It would save time,
and help speed up processes. #hcsm I welcome the day
when all my providers are online.

6:53

Mindy SchwartzBrown@schwartzbrown
There are some discussions among docs pts. don't want to
hear--i.e. dissatisfaction with med profession#hcsm

6:53

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@AustinChiangMD @HealthSocMed Thank-you!
excellent point #hcsm

6:53

Carolyn Thomas@HeartSisters
THANK YOU! @TwiceDiabetes "HCPs looking to
interact w pts need to do more than aim to get point
across = old school lecturing" #hcsm

6:54

Mercury360® Health@m360health
RT @JBBC: Pharma and Pinterest - The Good, The Bad,
And The Bland. bit.ly/1eQzCBb #hcsm

6:54

Julian Bond@Julian_Bond
:) MT @pfanderson Do you want to just do your job
easily? Then SocMed may no be for you. Want to help
change things? Then, welcome! #hcsm

6:54

Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
#SocMed still doesn't have the #bigdata backbone
for#patientengagement broadband. But convos are
solid #HCSM

6:54

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@csebastian @jkennedy93 #hcsm Good point You can't
be everywhere. Have limited time w/ many projects
in progress.Only engage where valueable

6:54

Jonathan Eisenberg@JonAtGCL
@HealthSocMed Educate, inform, learn. So much
misinformation, so little
time. #hcsmnpr.org/blogs/health/2…

6:54

Mark Salke@marksalke
@AaronBlank There is value there. But first. ya gotta
believe. #hcsm

6:55

amal tlaige@amoulie92
T3: So important to stratagize and plan out what content
u r posting. Create a clear message w/1 voice. Find what
works best #hcsm

6:55

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
Time flies on Sunday nights - time to wrap up this
week's #hcsm chat! Last thoughts for the week ahead?

6:55

Steve Sisko@ShimCode
Healthcare reform will extend well into future-it's useful
to view this evolution as three overlapping
waves. ow.ly/uSKdf #hcsm

6:55

Carolyn Thomas@HeartSisters
@schwartzbrown That's what KevinMD is now for:
where to find the very dissatisfied docs #hcsm

6:55

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
HC professional collaboration happening now
at#hcsm This is what it's all about!

6:55

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
RT @HealthSocMed: Time flies on Sunday nights - time
to wrap up this week's #hcsm chat! Last thoughts for the
week ahead?

6:55

Mindy SchwartzBrown@schwartzbrown
RT @amoulie92 T3: So important to stratagize, plan out
content u r posting. Create a clear message w/1 voice.
Find what works best #hcsm

6:55

Sunny Chan@waisunchan
MT @VeeMuj @DocForeman exactly what I've done
since joining SoMe -connecting with ppl in same prof
sphere/learning a lot more than exp #hcsm

6:55

StephenS@StephenSType1
T3: HCPs should recognize that patients are talking via
social media 'cause elsewhere, people aren't talking about
what they deal with #hcsm

6:56

Terry Kind, MD MPH@Kind4Kids
My elevator speech takes 12 floors, each with a tip
about #hcsm and #SoMeinformahealthcare.com/doi/pdf/10.310… #TwelveTips@MedTeachJournal

6:56

April Sciacchitano@aprilcs
@AaronBlank Totally. And why not? It's an extension of
the patient relationship. #hcsm

6:56

Aaron Blank@AaronBlank
T3 On the flip side, providers need to be cautious and
careful when using sm. #hcsm

6:56

Jonathan Hausmann MD@hausmannMD
Problems with social media for Docs: it forces you to
take a stand and have an opinion, which feels
uncomfortable #HCSM

6:56

Liam Farrell@drlfarrell
SM just one sign of the future; HC providers must learn
to ride the wave, not be dragged behind it#hcsm

6:56

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @Kind4Kids My elevator speech takes 12 floors, each with a tip
about #hcsm and #SoMeinformahealthcare.com/doi/pdf/10.310… #TwelveTips@MedTeachJournal

6:56

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
#HCSM Great chat! Shout out to distance runner &
moderator @danamlewis for another great job tonight!

6:56

Sunny Chan@waisunchan
@StephenSType1The reason why HCPs need to get into
the conversation #hcsm

6:56

Jewels@She_Sugar
@schwartzbrown That discussion is commonplace
among all HCP's, pt's very aware - rife with issues.#hcsm

6:57

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@schwartzbrown #hcsm As healthcare professional, We
all share a code of silence. Can't wash dirty linen in the
public. Otherwise trouble!

6:57

StephenS@StephenSType1
Thanks for letting me sit in! Patients: never give
up#hcsm

6:57

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
@drmikesevilla :) thanks, Mike! Glad you were able to
join tonight! #hcsm

6:57

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
True @AaronBlank but I know a lot of providers fight
the new technology and therefore it takes a long time to
get comfortable #HCSM

6:57

Carolyn Thomas@HeartSisters
@drmikesevilla @HealthSocMed "Be careful out there,
folks...." Thanks to all! #hcsm

6:57

Jonathan Hausmann MD@hausmannMD
Another problem I’ve faced with social media: How to
respond to patients that ask for medical advice? I
welcome your thoughts! #hcsm

6:57

Terry Kind, MD MPH@Kind4Kids
SoMe extends real-life learning and relationships into a shared
space to foster online connections and
growth: pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/132/5/… #hcsm

6:57

Mike Sevilla, MD@drmikesevilla
+1000 RT @StephenSType1: Thanks for letting me sit
in! Patients: never give up #hcsm

6:58

Liam Farrell@drlfarrell
2 am in Ireland, time to hit the sack; maybe #hcsm

6:58

Kevin Wang@kvnwang
@Kind4Kids also makes attending conferences a lot
more fun/active #hcsm

6:58

Mark Salke@marksalke
@She_Sugar @WinterPark is awesome. Perfect spring
skiing. Good for you! #hcsm

6:58

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@hausmannMD Do u mean YOUR pts or just random
ppl on the web? #hcsm

6:58

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
Final Thought: HCP's need to be on #SocialMedia to
share knowledge, info, and patient advocacy. #hcsm

6:58

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @drmikesevilla +1000 RT @StephenSType1:
Thanks for letting me sit in! Patients: never give
up#hcsm

6:58

Jonathan Hausmann MD@hausmannMD
@TwiceDiabetes Patient’s you’ve never examined
yourself… #hcsm

6:58

amal tlaige@amoulie92
What a great chat! This was my second Twitter Chat. So
much fun/learned so much #hcsm

6:59

April Sciacchitano@aprilcs
@hausmannMD maybe uncomfortable because
professional opinions in hc are so individualized. Good
reason for SM groundrules for HCPs. #HCSM

6:59

Mindy SchwartzBrown@schwartzbrown
@hausmannMD Come up with a one line answer. My
hub, a doc, says you don't want my consult without my
exam. #hcsm

6:59

Sunny Chan@waisunchan
@drlfarrell I actually don't think you sleep....either that
or you've moved to the east side of the Atlantic.
Night#hcsm

6:59

Samantha Lee Schmitt@SamLeeSchmitt
@danamlewis I can't wait to share what was discussed
with my colleagues at work, great chat!#HCSM

6:59

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@padschicago @Kind4Kids @MedTeachJournalNicely
done! #hcsm

6:59

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @SamLeeSchmitt @danamlewis I can't wait to share
what was discussed with my colleagues at work, great
chat! #HCSM

6:59

Emily Lu@a_singledrop
Final thought: From docs to pharma, SM may be a great
broadcast channel, but it's even more impt for enabling
listening to patients. #hcsm

6:59

Dr. Jason Malinowski@drmalinowski
CT if you're clear in your values and boundaries IRL,
SoMe can be a great extension/amplifier of you. If not,
trouble. #hcsm

6:59

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@hausmannMD Give a very general advice if at all
appropriate & advise 2 see their own HCP. Done all the
time on Socme even by nonDrs #hcsm

7:00

Kati Debelic@Katiissick
i can't believe I missed #hcsm tonight, I was ready for it
2 hrs ago!

7:00

Kevin Wang@kvnwang
@amoulie92 welcome to #hcsm don’t forget
about#meded too!

7:00

Austin Chiang@AustinChiangMD
T3 @HealthSocMed #hcsm Honestly, younger
generations are so engaged in social media, providers
need to stop pretending it's a waste of time!

7:00

April Foreman@DocForeman
@drmikesevilla Fresh from #hcsm, Dr. Sevilla is
joining #SPSM to coach us
in #socialmedia and#healthcare know-how! #mhsm

7:00

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@drlfarrell Yowsa! Hope you get to sleep in the
morning #hcsm

7:00

Mark Salke@marksalke
Oh boo! RT @Katiissick: i can't believe I
missed#hcsm tonight, I was ready for it 2 hrs ago!

7:00

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
That's a wrap on another awesome #hcsm chat! Thanks,
all! See you again next Sunday at 8pm CT - and
remember to DM or @HealthSocMed topics!

7:00

Twice Diabetes@TwiceDiabetes
@AustinChiangMD @HealthSocMed Sometimes it is a
waste of time, need to use it correctly #hcsm

